
Achieve 100% Error-free 
Fax-over-Internet Using Sangoma's 

Fax-over-IP Solution, FAXStation!

 Most reliable IP fax solution on the market  Up to 4 fax machines supported per gateway appliance
 Low cost monthly service for inbound & outbound faxing along with a DID  256 bit security encryption

Manage Faxes Online
FAXStation gives you the ability to set up incoming 

fax-to-email, view and archive all incoming/outgoing faxes, 

resend existing faxes, and upload documents to fax out. 

Equipped with customizable access controls, FAXStation is 

perfect for organizations with many users.

Plug-and-Play
The FAXStation appliance comes pre-provisioned and 

pre-programmed–no need to open rewalls, port forward 

or set up proxies. Choose your fax number, plug your fax 

machine into the on-premise FAXStation gateway 

appliance and start faxing right away. 

Ideal for Low Bandwith Connections
FAXStation is the pioneer in providing reliable fax service 

to the SatCOM markets. Our solution is being used by 

nearly all major satellite carriers, with a specic 

concentration in the offshore oil and gas industries.

Re-use Existing Fax Machines
Use your fax machine for traditional fax services or efax 

functionality, such as fax to email! FAXStation is 

compatible with virtually all fax machine vendors- so 

there's no need to change your equipment.

Advanced Store & Forward Technology
Equipped with the most reliable fax transmission 

technology (More reliable than T.38), FAXStation performs 

end-to-end error correction to guarantee transmission.

Reliable & Secure
FAXStation has undergone all of the necessary 

HIPAA-Compliance testing and risk assessment to ensure 

confidentiality and integrity of your data.



Front

Back

FAXStation Appliance
Model: CPE-004

Fax Ports: Up to 4 Fax Machines

Network: Two Ethernet Interfaces (default bridged)

Dimensions: 0" x 1.5" x 6"

Service Offerings
Lite Fax Service: 150 Pages/Month

High Fax Service: 3000 Pages/Month

Network Diagram
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Sangoma's FAXStation Fax-over-IP Solution is the most reliable, best 

performing, analog-to-analog fax service on the market. Its as easy as 

choosing a fax number, plugging in your fax machine into the on-premise 

appliance and letting our service take it the rest of the way. Stop worrying 

about failed faxes; get rid of your T.38 fax setup and guarantee your faxes 

with FAXStation service by Sangoma!
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